INSTALL GREELEY (or Wherever You Are)
Big Ideas, Lofty Goals and Specific Objectives

• Use the art processes of photography, shopping and installation to examine ones environment
• Identify and examine stereotypes
• Rupture assumptions about community
• Find areas of “mutuality” within diverse groups within the community
All American Cities
Scaffolding

• “The Danger of a Single Story”: Chimamanda Adichie
• “Just like Us”; Helen Thorpe
• Reflective Journaling on IN and OUT groups, home and Not Home
• Single Stories in our own lives and our experiences of the Greeley Community
• Studied artistic “interventions” –Improv Everywhere
• Other Artists Exploring Place
Examples of Current Artists Exploring Place from Documenta 13, Kassel, Germany
Janet Cardiff
and
George Bures Miller

Alter Bahnhof
Video Walk
Sanja Ivekovic: The Disobedient (The Revolutionaries) 2012
Student Activities and Responses to Community Exploration
Welcome To
GREELEY
“AN ALL AMERICA CITY”
Please Drive Safely
JBS Swift and Co. Facing EEOC Suit Alleging Mistreatment Of Somali Muslims

DENVER — Muslim Somali workers at two JBS Swift & Co. meatpacking plants in Colorado and Nebraska face ongoing harassment because of their race and religion, including being prevented from getting a drink at one of the plants after fasting all day during the Islamic holy month of Ramadan, the workers' lawyers said Tuesday in a federal lawsuit.

The lawsuit is the latest in a series of civil rights cases filed against the meatpacker since 2007, alleging that Somali Muslims were targeted for harassment and discrimination because of their race and religion.

The lawsuit was filed in federal court in Denver on behalf of a Somali worker who was not named in the complaint.

The lawsuit alleges that the worker was denied access to a water fountain at one of the plants, which is a violation of the equal employment opportunity laws.

The lawsuit also alleges that the worker was subjected to verbal and physical harassment, including being called names and being told that he should leave the country.

The lawsuit seeks unspecified damages and an injunction against future harassment.

The lawsuit is the latest in a series of civil rights cases filed against JBS since 2007, when a group of Somali Muslims filed a lawsuit against the company, alleging that they were targeted for harassment and discrimination because of their race and religion.

The lawsuit seeks unspecified damages and an injunction against future harassment.

The company has denied the allegations and has said that it is committed to providing a safe and respectful workplace for all employees.
The Smell of Greeley
What Brand Do You Buy
Where do you live?
Forgotten Dead
BURIAL SITE OF
TEN CIRCUS MEN
AUGUST 29, 1884
AN EARLY MORNING RAILROAD CAR FIRE
KILLED TEN MEN BETWEEN
FT. COLLINS AND GREELEY EN ROUTE
TO A SCHEDULED PERFORMANCE OF
ORTON'S ANGLO-AMERICAN CIRCUS SHOW
ALEXANDER MCLEOD, THOMAS
MCCARTHY, JOHN KELLY, FRANK,
ANDY, FRENCHY, GEORGE, SMITHY,
SILVERTHORN, ONE UNKNOWN
A confession:
I regret leaving my religion just to marry you.

A confession:
I used to pride I was making love to the models in the Sears catalog.

A confession:
I'm still in love with my best friend's wife. I'll continue to love her. I love my girlfriend, but I'm a traditional man.

A confession:
I treated the ones that care about me the most the worst.

A confession:
I don't believe in my God or religion. But what would you call it if you're not in a fantasy (or you're just me)?

A confession:
I write by the time.

A confession:
I feel it was more convenient to be false.

A confession:
I can't be true to you.

A confession:
I feel I can't control it (in the end)
THE VOICES OF UNC

What is a college student?
You could ask 100 people and most likely get 100 different answers.
What is on our minds?
What are our secrets? Thoughts? Viewpoints?
Our goal in this installation was to explore what is really going on with college students.
What would you confess is no one knew it was you?

(Please feel free to add your own confession/thought/quote/etc to a card)
I'm a bit embarrassed of my girlfriend.
I don't want to go out in public with her.

You never fail until you quit trying.

I'm scared of the future.
I took one of my friends to plan Parenthood so she could have an abortion.

I'm a girl, but I want to be a boy—so badly.

I need to get out of America! Can I get a job in Japan?

Fabian from Financial Aid is HOT!!!!!!

You think drama ends when you leave high school, but it NEVER ends! People will always talk about each other.

I don't love the guy I'm with... but what can I do when I can't get a job and need a place to live?

I don't show my arms because I think they are too fat.

Gimme a freak!
THE VOICES OF UNC

what is a college student?
what is the future of society? what comes next? what is our role?
what are your goals? what are your plans?
what would you do?
what would you accomplish?
what would you need to survive?
what is the future?
what is the future of civilization?
what is the future of humanity?
what is the future of the world?
what is the future of the universe?
what is the future of the universe?
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what is the future of the universe?
what is the future of humanity?
I got 99 problems
and money could solve at least 73 of them. Poor college student problems

I hate college life

I am not gay

I'm a closet
lesbian

God
Bless
America

How many lies
DOES it take
to get to the root
of a toxic relationship

My biggest fear is losing my family forever

I don't have anywhere to live

Try not to cry
because it's
full of secrets!

Girls that eat their
feelings, I feel
bad for them!

I can't wait to ride
Grizzly since it seems
to work here

Just think honey
Boo-boo's mom
is married... and your singlet

I love
WOMEN!

If only I could tell
her I'm in love
with her

Greatest fear??
Hate being alone...
Illuminati.

I kicked my roommate into thinking he had just smoked crack...

I chew on your shoes.

I hate the UNC Parking System!

Sorry for party ninjin's.

I have a secret addiction, I am bad about straightening my hair.

I had sex with my best friend and no one knows but us.

I like to pack lip Cookies!!

I truly think no one is good enough for me.

UNC IS AWESOME

I love NY!
- I used to smoke before every class in high school.
- I thought of the rich people and the poor people. I had a good life until I was 21. Now I'm single.
- I used to get my high school basketball to buy them. I hate it. Before going home, cooking, and my current job.

What's stronger...
Love or hate?

"Your life begins at the end of your comfort zone."

I stalk my boyfriend's ex-girlfriend.

Just be yourself, everyone else is already taken!!

Sometimes I wish I had a different life.

Sleep is overrated. You can sleep when you're dead!

I have a crush on my best friend's brother.

I like big butts, I cannot lie, you other bummies can't deny.

Do it with passion or not at all.

Life is more interesting with someone. Drizzle.

I once let my dog take a shit in my mom's pants.
The Phone Call
Defining Factors
interviews
What if you come from a Trailer Park?
Project: Community Drinking
Project: Community Drinking Installation Video
Stories Collected
Installation on Youtube


• [http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=SaMKK6VwQys](http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=SaMKK6VwQys) (Stories-18:39)
Project adapted for an elementary school
High School Lesson Plan
Instructional Sequence

- Readings
- History of Greeley worksheet
- Photo shoot and local purchase
- Identification of community topic to explore
- Research
- Group Planning

- Installation or performance

- Reflection worksheet
Sources

• Adiche, Chimamanda, The Danger of a Single Story, http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=D9Ihs241zeg


• The Warhol: resources and lessons, Artists Past and Present: Jump to: About Mark Dion, http://edu.warhol.org/app_dion.html
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